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(2) 根据卡方统计量离散化数值属性的特点，结合 CART 算法，提出 χ2-CART
算法，弥补了 CART 算法对数值属性二元划分时消耗大量运行时间的缺陷，并用
于建立客户流失分析模型。 



















With the wide application of electronic commerce (EC), drastic competition has 
been brought to EC enterprises. Customers are the biggest competitive resource and 
customer churn is inevitable with the development of kinds of on-line malls. As a 
result, analysis and prediction of customer churn has been a tendency in customer 
relationship management of EC. EC involves several phases which generate 
large-scale data, including personal information of customers, click-streams and 
transaction records. Data mining can screen out useful and connotative information, 
as well as potential relations, for example, the relation between customers’ on-line 
shopping experience and the times of canceling orders. Therefore, data mining is 
suitable for analyzing consumers’ behaviors. At present, a certain data mining 
technologies have come into being to satisfy the requirements of handling large-scale 
data, but basic algorithms need to be improved when applied to specific areas. 
As customer churn in EC has become a serious problem, this dissertation makes 
systematical and deep research on technologies and models for customer churn in EC, 
based on existed analysis methods of customer churn. These researches are not only 
key problems to be solved in EC, but also emphases in the field of Data Mining. The 
main work is as follows: 
(1) Sampling theory is applied to DBSCAN algorithm to generate a new 
approach, Double-Sampling DBSCAN. Experiments show that it can expedite the 
speed of clustering on large-scale data without affecting the effect of aggregation. 
During the process, well-proportioned sampling is introduced and randomly labeling 
data points can reduce the query times of data objects. 
(2) Combined HL Chi Square and CART algorithm, χ2-CART is proposed to 
construct the model for analyzing and predicting customer churn. The new approach 
solves low time efficiency problem existed in CART, which is caused by exponential 
computations generated by dual partitions on numerical attributes, as HL Chi Square 













(3) Taking customer data extracted from a network shop as the research object, 
DSDBSCAN is applied to clustering according to current value and potential value of 
customers; Then through analyzing the behavior mode of customers with high 
potential value, and generating decision trees using χ2-CART, rules of customer churn 
is summarized. Finally, the model for analyzing and predicting customer churn is 
depicted to predict which kinds of customer have the inclination to churn. 
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显示，2006 年和 2007 年是中国电子商务迅速崛起并高速发展
的时期；截止到 2009 年 6 月份，全国网民突破 3 亿，其中网络购物的人数占约
三分之一；与此同时，网络购物的交易额也快速上升，2009 年上半年，国内网
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